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Face aftereffects are well established for static stimuli
and have been used extensively as a tool for
understanding the neural mechanisms underlying face
recognition. It has also been argued that adaptive
coding, as demonstrated by face aftereffects, plays a
functional role in face recognition by calibrating our face
norms to reflect current experience. If aftereffects tap
high-level perceptual mechanisms that are critically
involved in everyday face recognition then they should
also occur for moving faces. Here we asked whether face
identity aftereffects can be induced using dynamic
adaptors. The face identity aftereffect occurs when
adaptation to a particular identity (e.g., Dan) biases
subsequent perception toward the opposite identity
(e.g., antiDan). We adapted participants to video of real
faces that displayed either rigid, non-rigid, or no motion
and tested for aftereffects in static antifaces. Adapt and
test stimuli differed in size, to minimize low-level
adaptation. Aftereffects were found in all conditions,
suggesting that face identity aftereffects tap high-level
mechanisms important for face recognition. Aftereffects
were not significantly reduced in the motion conditions
relative to the static condition. Overall, our results
support the view that face aftereffects reflect adaptation
of high-level mechanisms important for real-world face
recognition in which faces are moving.

Introduction
Adaptation is a powerful tool that has been used to
investigate the neural mechanisms underlying many
aspects of visual perception, such as motion and color

(Thompson & Burr, 2009). The motion aftereffect, for
example, occurs when prolonged exposure (adaptation)
to downward motion creates a temporary illusion that
subsequently viewed, stationary objects are moving
upward, revealing that motion direction is signaled by
relative activation of neural pools tuned to different
directions of motion (Mather, Verstraten, & Anstis,
1998). In addition to being a useful tool, adaptation is
of considerable interest because it is argued to play a
functional role in perception, for example by calibrating neural mechanisms to match the range of current
inputs and to enhance sensitivity to variation around
the adapted state (Barlow, 1990; Clifford, Wenderoth,
& Spehar, 2000; Rhodes & Leopold, 2011; Webster,
2015).
The discovery of face aftereffects (Leopold, O’Toole,
Vetter, & Blanz, 2001; MacLin & Webster, 2001;
O’Leary & McMahon, 1991; Webster & MacLin, 1999)
provided a new tool (aftereffects) for probing the
coding schemes underlying face perception and a
mechanism (adaptation) that might help explain our
remarkable ability to discriminate such similar visual
patterns. For example, the face identity aftereffect, in
which exposure to an individual face biases perception
toward an opposite identity face (see Figure 1),
provides support for a norm-based coding scheme, in
which each face is coded as a deviation from the
average face (norm) in a multidimensional space
(Anderson & Wilson, 2005; Leopold et al., 2001;
Rhodes & Jeffery, 2006). Aftereffect techniques have
been used extensively to enrich our understanding of
face coding (for reviews, see Rhodes & Leopold, 2011;
Webster & MacLeod, 2011). In addition, evidence is
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Figure 1. A simplified face-space, showing only two dimensions,
with the average at the center. Two identity trajectories are
shown. Each shows a face, weaker versions of that face, and the
opposite face (antiface). Adapting to antiDan biases perception
toward the opposite face (Dan) and likewise, adapting to
antiJim biases perception toward Jim. From ‘‘Face Identity
Aftereffects Increase Monotonically with Adaptor Extremity
Over, But Not Beyond, the Range of Natural Faces,’’ by E.
McKone, L. Jeffery, A. Boeing, C. W. G. Clifford, and G. Rhodes,
2014, Vision Research, 98, p. 2. Copyright 2014 by Elsevier.
Reprinted with permission.

accumulating that adaptation itself plays a functional
role in our face perception abilities (Dennett, McKone,
Edwards, & Susilo, 2012; Palermo et al., 2017; Palermo,
Rivolta, Wilson, & Jeffery, 2011; Rhodes, 2017;
Rhodes, Ewing, Jeffery, Avard, & Taylor, 2014;
Rhodes, Jeffery, Taylor, Hayward, & Ewing, 2014;
Rhodes, Watson, Jeffery, & Clifford, 2010).
However, a critical limitation of research using
adaptation and aftereffects is that it has almost
exclusively used static images of faces. This reliance on
static images constrains the conclusions that can be
drawn about both the nature of face coding mechanisms and the functional role of adaptation in everyday
face perception. The use of static faces in adaptation
studies can allow for substantial contributions from
adaptation of low-level visual mechanisms, making it
difﬁcult to isolate the effects of high-level, face-selective
adaptation from adaptation of low-level mechanisms.
Studies have successfully overcome this limitation to
some degree by showing that static face aftereffects do
partially transfer across changes in size, position,
expression, and viewpoint between static adapt and test
faces, indicating that face aftereffects cannot be entirely
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attributed to low-level adaptation (Afraz & Cavanagh,
2008; Fox, Oruç, & Barton, 2008; Jeffery, Rhodes, &
Busey, 2006; Jiang, Blanz, & O’Toole, 2006; Zhao &
Chubb, 2001). However, transfer studies typically do
not vary multiple attributes concurrently. Rather, they
vary only one attribute at a time. For example,
viewpoint may be varied between adapt and test, but
lighting and facial expression remain constant. Yet
when we observe dynamic faces in everyday life many
attributes vary concurrently. Given the substantial
reduction in aftereffects when only one attribute is
varied between adapt and test it is possible that
adapting to the dynamic faces we see in real life could
fail to produce aftereffects, or result in aftereffects that
are trivially small. Such a ﬁnding would present a
challenge for the argument that adaptation plays a
critical functional role in face perception. Failure to
ﬁnd aftereffects for dynamic faces would also raise
doubts about the degree to which aftereffects are
informative about high-level face coding mechanisms
because these mechanisms must process information
from dynamic faces in everyday life.
Alternatively, if adaptation does play an important
functional role in everyday face perception then use of
dynamic, rather than static, faces may produce large
and robust aftereffects. It is also possible that use of
dynamic faces may better tap high-level face coding
mechanisms which presumably respond strongly to the
dynamic faces we typically see. There is also evidence
that dynamic faces convey additional information
about attributes such as expression and identity,
beyond that conveyed by static faces (e.g., Ambadar,
Schooler, & Cohn, 2005; Roark, Barrett, Spence, Abdi,
& O’Toole, 2003). In the case of face identiﬁcation,
motion may enhance the extraction and representation
of the three-dimensional structure of a face, provide
additional cues to identity via idiosyncratic movement
and may enhance attention to the internal features of
the face (for a review, see Roark et al., 2003).
Adaptation to dynamic faces may therefore affect face
representations in ways that adaptation to static faces
cannot. It is plausible, therefore, that adapting to
dynamic faces would produce robust and even enhanced aftereffects.
Very few studies have examined aftereffects for
dynamic faces. Two studies have shown that dynamic
facial expressions produce expression aftereffects (Curio, Giese, Breidt, Kleiner, & Bülthoff, 2010; de la
Rosa, Giese, Bülthoff, & Curio, 2013). However, to our
knowledge, only one study has investigated whether
dynamic faces can produce face identity aftereffects.
Laurence, Hole, and Hills (2014) found that adapting
to a dynamic familiar face (such as a university
lecturer) produced an identity aftereffect. The strength
of the aftereffect for the dynamic adaptor did not differ
from that for the static adaptor.
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However, the source of the adaptation effects
observed in this study is less certain. Aftereffects for
complex stimuli, like faces, can arise from adaptation at
different levels of the visual and cognitive system. So,
the resulting effects may be more or less informative
about coding of high-level, possibly face speciﬁc, visual
information, depending on the relative contributions
from different sources (for discussion, see Storrs, 2015;
Webster, 2015). Laurence et al. (2014) did not include a
size change or other control for low-level adaptation in
their study so their aftereffects likely reﬂect some
contribution from low-level adaptation. In addition,
their effects could reﬂect semantic adaptation, which
may occur when there is a semantic relationship
between the adapt and test stimuli (Hills, Elward, &
Lewis, 2008, 2010). Crucially, semantic adaptation
effects can be produced in the absence of any visual
adaptation, as long as there is a semantic relationship
between the adapt and test stimuli. The Laurence et al.
(2014) results could reﬂect semantic adaptation because
they used familiar faces in a paradigm that is
susceptible to semantic effects. To explain, they used a
common adaptation paradigm in which morph continua are made between two faces (e.g., Dan-Jim) and
on each trial, participants choose which of these two
faces they perceive a test stimulus taken from this
continuum to be. The adapting faces are the ends of
each continuum and adapting to one end (e.g., Dan)
biases responses toward the other end of the continuum
(e.g., Jim). Recently it has been shown that adaptation
to the names or voices of the two individuals
comprising the continuum can bias responses along the
morph continuum in exactly the same way as adaptation to their faces. Even adaptation to the name of an
individual who is semantically related to one identity in
the continuum (e.g., each member of a comedy duo)
can bias perception toward the related face (Hills et al.,
2008, 2010). Likewise, face gender aftereffects can be
induced by adaptation to gender-typical objects (however, see Ghuman, McDaniel, & Martin, 2010; Javadi
& Wee, 2012). It is possible, therefore, that the
aftereffects for dynamic faces found by Laurence et al.
(2014) may reﬂect semantic adaptation because adapting to a familiar lecturer’s face would likely activate
relevant semantic information about that lecturer (e.g.,
name) which could be sufﬁcient to induce aftereffects.
It therefore remains an open question whether dynamic
faces can induce face identity aftereffects in the absence
of such semantic and low-level effects.
The aim of the present study was to determine
whether dynamic adaptors produce robust and substantial face identity aftereffects when the opportunity
for low-level and semantic adaptation effects is
minimal. To do so, we used a paradigm in which
participants are not aware of the relationship between
the adaptors and the test faces so that any aftereffects
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cannot be attributed to any semantic relationships
between the adapt and test stimuli. Participants ﬁrst
learned to recognize four unfamiliar faces (targets) and
subsequently identiﬁed weaker versions of each target
face (morphed toward the average face) after adapting
to that target’s opposite face (antiface, see Figure 1) or
a non-opposite face (another target’s antiface; Leopold
et al., 2001; Rhodes & Jeffery, 2006). Adapting to an
opposite face biases perception selectively toward the
corresponding target, facilitating recognition of this
target, whereas adapting to a non-opposite face does
not facilitate recognition of the target. Crucially,
however, participants are not aware of this relationship
(opposite or non-opposite) between the adaptors and
the test faces, nor do they possess any semantic
information about the faces, so semantic adaptation
can be ruled out. In addition, we included a size change
between the adapt and test stimuli to minimize the
contribution of low-level adaptation to the aftereffects.
Our adapting stimuli were drawn from a pre-existing
set of video clips of young men (Rhodes et al., 2011).
The dynamic clips conveyed two types of face motion,
rigid and non-rigid, which have sometimes been found
to have differential effects on face recognition (Christie
& Bruce, 1998). Rigid motion refers to changes in head
position which provide different views of the face, such
as turning the head to the left or right, but the face itself
does not change or deform (O’Toole, Roark, & Abdi,
2002). Non-rigid motion (sometimes called intrinsic
motion) comprises changes in eye-gaze, facial expression and speech movements (O’Toole et al., 2002). Both
kinds of motion facilitate face identity recognition
(Lander & Bruce, 2003; Pike, Kemp, Towell, & Phillips,
1997). The reason for this facilitation is not yet clear,
but one possibility is that the extraction of structural
information about the face is enhanced. Another is that
the social signals conveyed by motion increase attention to the face (at least for unfamiliar faces; Roark et
al., 2003). We took advantage of the fact that the clips
in our database could be easily be cut into sequences
that conveyed primarily rigid (the subject turned his
head to his right, then to his left proﬁle, while
maintaining a neutral expression) or non-rigid (the
subject looked directly at the camera and counted from
seven to 13 and then smiled) motion to examine
aftereffects for rigid and non-rigid adaptors separately.
Given that both types of motion are encountered in
the real-world, we expected that both rigid and nonrigid motion adaptors would produce face identity
aftereffects, if adaptation does play an important role
in face identity perception and aftereffects reﬂect the
operation of high-level face-sensitive mechanisms. We
also included a static adaptation condition. This
allowed us to establish that our stimuli and task
produced typical aftereffects, when adaptors were
static, and to determine whether aftereffect strength
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was affected by use of dynamic adaptors. As noted
earlier, aftereffects for static faces are typically reduced
when adapt and stimuli differ substantially, in viewpoint for example, suggesting that dynamic adaptors,
which differ in a variety of ways from the static test
faces, may produce smaller aftereffects than static
adaptors.

Method
Participants
Twenty-six ﬁrst-year psychology students (15 women; 11 men) at the University of Western Australia
participated for course credit. Their mean age was 21.1
years (SD ¼ 8.5). All provided informed consent prior
to participation (in accordance with the ethical
standards stated in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki)
and the study was approved by the University of
Western Australia Human Ethics Ofﬁce.

Stimuli
Stimuli were constructed from a set comprising both
static images and dynamic video clips of 60 male faces
used in a previous study (Rhodes et al., 2011). The
dynamic clips in this set showed an unedited sequence
in which each individual was shown ﬁrst in a front-on
view and then turned his head to his right proﬁle, then
to his left proﬁle, and then back to a front-on view,
then he counted from seven to 13 and then smiled (10 s
in length). The static images were screen grabs from the
video of front-view, neutral expression poses.
Four easily discriminable faces from this set were
chosen by the authors to be the adapting identities. The
static images of these four faces were used as the
adaptors for the static condition. To create the dynamic
adaptors we cut each video clip into two segments (each
exactly 4 s in length), according to the type of
movement (rigid or non-rigid). The rigid adaptor clip
showed the sequence containing the head movement
(from front view to right, then left proﬁle and back to
front view). The non-rigid adaptor clip showed the
individual counting from eight to 13, and then smiling.
Sound was not played in either of the clips. Figure 2
illustrates the adapting sequences.
The test stimuli were the computational opposites
(antifaces) of the four adaptors, created using morphing software (as described below). We note that most
studies of identity aftereffects use antifaces as the
adaptors and the original faces (from which the
antifaces were constructed) as the test stimuli (e.g.,
Leopold et al., 2001; Rhodes & Jeffery, 2006).
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However, this choice is arbitrary and the same
aftereffects are predicted if the original faces are used as
adaptors and the antifaces as the test stimuli. Given the
difﬁculty in constructing dynamic antifaces, we chose
to here use the antifaces as test stimuli (static) and use
the video clips of the original faces as the adaptors. The
antifaces were made in the typical way, by caricaturing
an average face away from the original identity using
FantaMorph 5.2.6 (Abrosoft, 2002–2015). To create
this average face, the static front-view images of 20
faces, including the four adaptor identities, were taken
from the larger set of 60 faces and combined using
Abrosoft FantaMorph Software Version 5.3.6 (Abrosoft, 2002–2015). To create the antifaces the researcher
places multiple landmark points on each face, which
are used to morph the face towards or away from a
reference face, in this case the average face. The test
stimuli varied in identity strength in 20% increments,
on a continuum ranging from 20% to 100%, where 0%
is the average face, 100% is the antifaces, and 20% is a
morph toward the original face (20%, 0%, 20%, 40%,
60%, 80%, 100%; see Figure 3 for an example).
FantaMorph produces linear changes in landmark
locations with changes in morph values: for example,
each landmark location in the 80% antiDan image lies
twice as far from the average face (0% morph value) as
that landmark location lies away from the average face
in the 40% antiDan image. All images had the textures
of the average face (0%), so that variations in identity
strength altered shape information only. The four 100%
antifaces were used as the four targets that participants
learned to identity (see Figure 4).
To minimize the contribution of low-level adaptation to the aftereffects the test stimuli were reduced in
size (by 25%) so that they would be smaller than the
adapting stimuli. The test faces had a visual angle of
approximately 6.88 (height) 3 4.68 (width). The
adaptors were shown at visual angles of approximately
9.28(h) 3 6.38 (w) for the static condition, 11.78 (h) 3 88
(w) for the rigid condition, and 11.38 (h) 3 7.58 (h) for
the non-rigid condition.

Procedure
The task comprised ﬁve parts, two training phases
followed by the three movement conditions (static,
rigid, and non-rigid). The order of the movement
conditions was counterbalanced and participants were
pseudo-randomly assigned to an order to ensure an
approximately equal number of participants received
each order. The task was presented as a game, in which
detectives caught criminals, to engage and motivate
participants and is similar to adaptation tasks used in
many previous studies (e.g., Jeffery et al., 2011;
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Figure 2. Sample frames illustrating the adapting sequences showing (top) static, (middle) rigid, and (bottom) non-rigid dynamic
conditions. The individual shown here comes from the same set but was not one of the four identities used in the actual study. We
only have permission to publish images of this one individual from the set.

Rhodes, Ewing et al., 2014; Rhodes & Jeffery, 2006;
Rhodes, Jeffery et al., 2014).
Training
The purpose of the training trials was to ensure that
participants could reliably discriminate and identify the
four target identities when presented at full strength
(100%) for brief durations (200 ms) and that participants also understood how to respond to the weaker
versions (,100%). In the ﬁrst training phase, participants learned to recognize the four targets, described as
‘‘lead detectives’’—Dean, Brad, Josh, and Mike (100%
identity strength antifaces). Participants responded

Figure 3. A sample test continuum created for the individual
shown in Figure 2. The numbers show the morph strength for
each face, with 0 corresponding to the average face, 100
indicating a 100% antifaces, and 20 indicating a morph toward
the corresponding adapting face.
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using the keyboard keys labeled with the targets’
names: x for Dean, v for Brad, n for Josh, and ‘‘,’’
(comma) for Mike. Faces were ﬁrst presented for an
unlimited duration with audio feedback regarding
accuracy on each trial. In order to progress to the next
phase of training, participants had to either correctly
respond on the ﬁrst six trials or make 10 correct
responses in the ﬁrst 12 trials, or after completing 28
trials. In the second phase, the faces were shown for 200
ms and the same criteria determined proceeding to the
next phase. In the third training phase, participants
were introduced to the other members of each detective
squad. Each squad comprised the weaker versions (40%
and 60%) of one of the targets, who were described as
each lead detective’s brothers. Participants were instructed to press the name key corresponding to the

Figure 4. The four targets (100% antifaces) that participants
learned to identify.
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lead detective whenever they saw him or one of his
squad. This phase ensured participants understood how
to respond to weaker versions of the four targets. Faces
were presented for an unlimited duration with audio
feedback regarding accuracy on each trial, and
participants proceeded once they made nine correct
identiﬁcations across 12 consecutive trials or had
completed 56 trials. In the ﬁnal phase, the faces were
presented for 200 ms and the same criteria determined
when participants proceeded to the task.
Adaptation task
Participants were told that on each trial they would
be shown the face of a criminal (the adapting faces) that
they should watch closely. The face of the criminal
would be followed by a brief presentation of the
detective who had caught the criminal and the
participant’s task was to identify which squad (Dean,
Brad, Josh, or Mike) the detective belonged to.
The same procedure was used for each of the three
movement conditions, static, rigid, and non-rigid. Each
adaptation trial began with an adapting video clip
(static, rigid, or non-rigid), which lasted for 4000 ms,
followed by an inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of 150 ms.
The test face was then shown for 200 ms, followed by a
blank response screen, which remained until a response
was made. A 300 ms inter-trial interval (ITI) followed
each response.
Each movement condition consisted of 168 trials; 4
(test identities; Dean, Brad, Josh, and Mike) 3 7
(identity strengths; 20%, 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%,
and 100%) 3 2 (trial types; match, mismatch) 3 3
(repetitions of every trial). On match trials the adapt
and test identities were opposites, taken from the same
identity continuum (e.g., adapt to the original face
from which Dean was constructed and test with a face
from the Dean continuum), whereas on mismatch trials
the adapt and test stimuli were not opposites and were
taken from a different identity continuum (e.g., adapt
to the original face from which Dean was constructed
and test with a face from the Mike continuum).
Mismatch continua were paired so that Dean and Mike
were always each other’s mismatch and Brad and Josh
were always each other’s mismatch. This pairing
ensured that participants could not learn the association between adapt and test identities on match trials
because test faces from each identity continuum were
preceded equally often by the corresponding opposite
face (match) and one non-opposite (mismatching) face.
Trials in each movement condition were divided into
four blocks of 42 trials, presented in a random order,
with a self-timed break between each block. Each
movement condition commenced with four practice
trials, which were match trials featuring two 80% and
two 60% test faces. Participants took self-timed breaks
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between each adaptation condition. The session took
between 75 and 90 minutes.

Results
For each participant the proportion of correct
identiﬁcations was plotted as a function of identity
strength, and ﬁtted with a cumulative Gaussian for
both match and mismatch trials, in each movement
condition (following Leopold et al., 2001) using
GraphPad Prism 5 (IBM Corp., 2013). For 0% test
faces (average face), one quarter of the trials were
assigned to each of the four target identities, and were
coded as correct if participants identiﬁed the faces as
corresponding to the identity trajectory of the given
target face (following Leopold et al., 2001). Data from
ﬁve participants were excluded from further analysis
due to inconsistent patterns of performance accompanied by poor curve ﬁts (deﬁned as R2 , 0.50; see
Jeffery, McKone, Haynes, Firth, Pellicano, & Rhodes,
2010; Rhodes, Evangelista, & Jeffery, 2009). This left
21 participants (13 females, Mage¼ 21.8 years, SD ¼ 9.4)
with good ﬁts (M ¼ 0.85, range ¼ 0.53 0.99). The
group data, as well as data from one representative
participant, are shown in Figure 5.
Inspection of Figure 5 suggests that adaptation
occurred in each of the three movement conditions.
Match curves are positioned to the left of mismatch
curves, reﬂecting that adaptation to an opposite face
(match trials) resulted in more accurate identiﬁcation of
targets than adaptation to non-opposite faces (mismatch trials). To measure the strength of adaption in
each movement condition we ﬁrst calculated a 50%
identiﬁcation threshold (the mean of the cumulative
Gaussian) for match and mismatch trials, for each
participant, in each of three movement conditions. The
identity aftereffect for each participant in each movement condition was taken as the difference in
identiﬁcation thresholds between match and mismatch
trials (mismatch minus match) so that a positive
difference indicated an aftereffect in the predicted
direction. The group mean and individual aftereffects
in each movement condition are shown in Figure 6.
We analyzed our data using both classical and
Bayesian statistics (using IBM Statistics for Mac,
Version 21, and JASP, Version 0.8.6, respectively; IBM
Corp., 2013; JASP Team, 2018) and report both below.
Assumptions for the classical statistics were met, with
data in each condition showing sufﬁciently normal
distributions (skews 0.261 0.441; kurtosis 0.645
0.234; Kendall & Stuart, 1958) and the sphericity
assumption for ANOVA met (Mauchly’s W ¼ 0.961, p
¼ 0.682). For the Bayesian analyses, we report the
Bayes factor (BF10), which provides a ratio of the
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Figure 5. The top row shows the group results. Mean proportion correct responses are shown for match (closed circles) and mismatch
(open circles) trials as a function of identity strength for (a) static, (b), rigid and (c) non-rigid movement conditions. The bottom row
shows the results for a representative individual participant. Proportion correct responses as a function of identity strength for match
and mismatch trials, fitted with cumulative Gaussians, are shown for (d) static, (e) rigid, and (f) non-rigid movement conditions. Error
bars show one standard error either side of the mean.

Figure 6. The mean (gray bars) and individual (circles)
aftereffects in each movement condition. Error bars show one
standard error either side of the mean.
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strength of evidence for the alternative over the null
models (Jeffreys, 1961). We interpret these following
the guidelines suggested by Lee and Wagenmakers
(2013, as cited by Wagenmakers et al., 2018) so that
BFs between 0.33 and 3.0 are considered weak or
anecdotal evidence for the null and alternate hypotheses, respectively, and BFs less than 0.33, or greater
than 3.0 are considered stronger evidence for the null
and alternate hypotheses, respectively.
We ﬁrst conﬁrmed that the aftereffects in each
condition were signiﬁcantly greater than zero: static,
t(20) ¼ 4.27, p , 0.001, r ¼ 0.69, BF10 ¼ 86.18; rigid,
t(20) ¼ 8.53, p , 0.001, r ¼ 0.89, BF10 ¼ 3.28 3 105; nonrigid, t(20) ¼ 7.00, p , 0.001; r ¼ 0.84, BF10 ¼ 2.00 3
104).1 These results provide very strong evidence that
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both static and moving adaptors (rigid and non-rigid)
produced adaptation effects (both BFs . 100). We next
examined whether movement condition affected the
size of the aftereffects. A one-way repeated measures
ANOVA showed a signiﬁcant effect of movement
condition, F(2, 40) ¼ 3.36, p ¼ 0.045, partial g2 ¼ 0.144,
BF10 ¼ 1.65. Planned t tests indicated that aftereffects
were larger for non-rigid (M ¼ 19.8, SD ¼ 12.7) than
static adaptation (M ¼ 12.0, SD ¼ 12.9), t(20) ¼ 2.43, p
¼ 0.025, r ¼ 0.48, BF10 ¼ 2.38. The difference between
the non-rigid and rigid conditions (M ¼ 14.0, SD ¼ 7.5)
was marginal, t(20) ¼ 2.04, p ¼ 0.055, r ¼ 0.42, BF10 ¼
1.27 and there was no signiﬁcant difference between the
static and rigid conditions, t(20) ¼ 0.64, p ¼ 0.532, r ¼
0.14, BF10 ¼ 0.273. However, inspection of the Bayes
factors suggests only weak, equivocal support for a
difference between the static and either of the moving
conditions (1, BFs ,3) but moderate support for there
being no difference between the two moving conditions
(BF , 0.33).

Discussion
We found that adaptation to moving faces produced
robust identity aftereffects. These aftereffects were at
least as large as those produced by adaptation to static
faces. This result clearly demonstrates that we can
adapt to identity in moving faces and is consistent with
other evidence that invariant information about the
structure of a face (identity) can be extracted from
moving faces (e.g., Knappmeyer, Thornton, &
Bülthoff, 2003). We were also able to rule out semantic
(nonperceptual) adaptation as the source of these
aftereffects because participants were not aware of any
relationship between the adapt and test faces. Finally,
our results demonstrate that face identity aftereffects
can be very robust to substantial low-level variation,
because our adapt and test stimuli simultaneously
differed in size, texture, and color, and showed
robustness to variation in mid-level shape information
caused by changes in viewpoint and movement of facial
muscles. This robustness suggests that face identity
aftereffect can reﬂect adaptation of high-level visual
representations that are critical for encoding face
identity.
Importantly, by showing that moving faces produce
identity aftereffects as readily as static faces our results
suggest that face adaptation likely occurs in everyday
life, where faces are often dynamic. In particular, our
ﬁnding that moving faces can produce adaptation
effects is critical for the proposal that adaptation plays
a functional role in face perception. Adaptation is
argued to calibrate face norms, optimizing our ability
to discriminate between faces (e.g., Dennett et al., 2012;
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Palermo et al., 2017; Rhodes, Jeffery, et al., 2014;
Rhodes et al., (2010). Support for this argument comes
indirectly from studies showing that face adaptation
effects are reduced in clinical groups who experience
face recognition difﬁculties, such as individuals with
prosopagnosia (Palermo et al., 2011), children with
autism and their relatives (Ewing, Leach, Pellicano,
Jeffery, & Rhodes, 2013; Ewing, Pellicano, & Rhodes,
2013; Fiorentini, Gray, Rhodes, Jeffery, & Pellicano,
2012; Pellicano, Jeffery, Burr, & Rhodes, 2007;
Pellicano, Rhodes, & Calder, 2013; Pimperton, Pellicano, Jeffery, & Rhodes, 2009) and patients whose
early vision in infancy was compromised by congenital
bilateral cataracts (Rhodes, Nishimura, de Heering,
Jeffery, & Maurer, 2017). Individual variation in face
recognition ability in typical individuals is also
positively associated with the strength of face adaptation effects (Dennett et al., 2012; Palermo et al., 2017;
Rhodes, Jeffery et al., 2014). The emerging picture from
these studies is that attenuated, or sluggish, adaptation
might lead to poorly calibrated face norms, which in
turn results in poorer ability to discriminate and
remember faces. Our ﬁnding that adaptation occurs for
video footage of moving faces strengthens this argument by showing that face norms could be calibrated
by adaptation to the moving faces that we encounter in
the real world.
A striking aspect of our results was that aftereffects
for moving adaptors were not any smaller than those
produced by the static adaptors. This is noteworthy
because the low-level differences between the adapt and
test stimuli were much greater in the moving than in the
static adaptation conditions, so smaller aftereffects
would have been predicted for the moving adaptors if
adaptation of low-level attributes contribute substantially to face identity aftereffects. Indeed, adaptation to
faces in one of the moving conditions (non-rigid
motion) produced signiﬁcantly larger aftereffects than
in the static condition. However, the Bayesian analyses
did not provide any support for this difference. It
remains an open question whether moving faces may
more strongly activate high-level, possibly face-speciﬁc,
face representations than do static faces. Stronger
activation of neural populations coding high-level face
information could result in stronger adaptation effects,
even in the absence of any contribution from low-level
adaptation. So, stronger high-level activation could
account for why we saw no reduction in the strength of
aftereffects for moving versus static faces, despite the
considerable low-level differences between moving
adaptors and the test stimuli. Overall, our results
strengthen the argument that face aftereffects can be
informative about high-level perceptual coding of faces.
In conclusion, the current study has shown that
moving faces can produce robust identity aftereffects,
reinforcing claims that face aftereffects can be used as a
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tool to probe the mechanisms underlying face perception and that adaptation may play an important role in
our face perception abilities by calibrating these
mechanisms in everyday life.
Keywords: face perception, aftereffects, adaptation,
identity, dynamic, motion
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Footnote
1

We note that analyses using an alternative measure
of the aftereffect (the overall proportion of correct
responses for match minus mismatch trials) that
allowed inclusion of all 26 participants, as no curve
ﬁtting was required, produced similar results, with
signiﬁcant aftereffects in all three adaptation conditions.
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